The Embassy of India presents

MAHATMA GANDHI IN BELGRADE

16 March 1900 hrs
Sava Centar

No entry fee
The Embassy of India in Belgrade invites you to an interactive presentation on Mahatma Gandhi. The interactive media talk will enable global citizens of present day like you to connect your lives with the life of Gandhi. It will inspire you to walk the path of Peace, Truth and Ahimsa.

The presentation will share *Invoking Gandhi* moments of the most powerful leaders and influencers in today’s day and age to prove that Gandhi still lives amongst us.

The talk will be interactive experience with screening of a series of short films, memorabilia and shared experiences that explore the values of the Mahatma to provide a more relevant perspective in the modern world.

*BIRAD RAJARAM YAJNIK* is a speaker, author and curator. He has had the privilege of speaking at the Nehru Centre in London, the Tolstoy farm in Johannesburg, The United Nations and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. Interactive installations by him are now present in three continents – The KING Gandhi Wall at Howard University in Washington DC, The Mandela Gandhi Digital Exhibition at Constitution Hill, The Mandela Gandhi wall at the Nelson Mandela Foundation, Johannesburg and the largest engagement wall in the world on Mahatma Gandhi at the Peace Truth Ahimsa Museum in Hyderabad – which he curates. His blog “Gandhi in the 21st Century” has over 50,000 visitors. (www.biradrajaramyajnik.blogspot.com )